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Abstract: Accurately recognizing the influence of excavation disturbance on the traversing cross-
type deep foundation pit of the subway, determining the active range of the disturbance, and
reasonably arranging the structure within its range can effectively ensure the safety of the project
and save resources to achieve the goal of sustainable development. A three-dimensional model was
established using the soil small strain hardening model to examine the subway deep foundation pit
project in the CBD (central business district) core area of Fuzhou Coastal New City, where the soil is
mainly soft soil with high natural water content, high compressibility, and weak permeability. The
model was verified against the theoretical solution of Melan, and the deformation characteristics
of the cross-asymmetric foundation pit excavation were analyzed. The results show that, due to
repeated disturbance from excavation and unloading between the foundation pits, the soil arching
effect, and changes in the boundary conditions, the structure at the intersection and the surrounding
soil interact. The horizontal displacement of the retaining structure and the surrounding surface
settlement are quite different from those observed from a single foundation pit excavation. For
instance, the maximum horizontal displacement of profile 1-3 in Zone I decreases by 26.1%, while the
maximum horizontal displacement of profile 1-1 in Zone II increases by 20.4%, and the maximum
surface settlement around the profiles also has similar characteristics. The disturbance on the retaining
structure and soil in different areas at the intersection can be divided into positive and negative
effects. The active range of the “disturbance influence zone” is determined: the foundation pit of
Metro Line 6 is 3.5 He and the foundation pit of Metro Line F1 is 3.0 He. Finally, the influence of
changes in the groundwater level on the active range of the “disturbance influence zone” is discussed.

Keywords: traversing cross-type deep foundation pit; the hardening strain model with small strain;
cross position; disturbance influence; active range

1. Introduction

Rail transit in cities has expanded rapidly along with the necessary urban infrastruc-
ture, while the available land in central urban areas has gradually reduced. Regional deep
foundation pits to accommodate the various urban infrastructures have appeared in great
numbers. Currently, a large number of foundation pits are constructed at the same time
or to traverse existing foundation pits. In practical engineering, the mutual influence of
adjacent foundation pit construction significantly increases the engineering safety risks [1].

Currently, the impact of foundation pit construction on the environment mainly
focuses on the deformation of the retaining structure and surrounding soil. Through on-
site real-time monitoring and finite element numerical simulation analysis, the expected
deformation of the structure and the adjacent soil during excavation of the foundation pit
can be reasonably well predicted [2,3]. Because the adjacent foundation pit excavation
process is affected not only by the foundation pit itself but also by the adjacent foundation
pit construction [4,5], the stresses and deformations of the adjacent foundation pit become
more complex, attracting extensive attention from scholars.
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In theoretical research, Fengwen Lai et al. [6] established a universal solution method
of finite active earth pressure based on the sliding-wedge method and the finite difference
theory. According to the limit equilibrium theory, Xiaoyu Chen et al. [7] came up with an
expression for the critical spacing of interaction between adjacent foundation pits. Using
long-term field displacement monitoring data, Song et al. [8] analyzed the problem and put
forward the law that the impact of a foundation pit excavation on the surrounding environ-
ment decreases with an increase in the distance from the excavation area. Zeng et al. [9]
analyzed the deformation characteristics of adjacent foundation pit retaining structures
and adjacent soil using field measurements. Chen et al. [10] observed the deformation char-
acteristics of deep foundation pit groups and the interaction between adjacent foundation
pits through a monitoring system. In terms of numerical simulation, Lianxiang Li et al. [11]
analyzed the deformation characteristics of a foundation pit excavated parallel to an ex-
isting station using a three-dimensional finite element analysis and proposed corrective
control measures. Hou et al. [12] examined the interaction between adjacent foundation
pit excavations employing the finite element method and proposed a theoretical method
of sub-regional excavation of the foundation pit. Although many scholars have carried
out research on the excavation of adjacent foundation pits, the influence and scope of
disturbance on the excavation of the cross-type asymmetric foundation pits is still unclear.
Therefore, it is necessary to carry out further research.

This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the parameters of the small strain hardening
model of soil are determined, a three-dimensional finite element model of the foundation
pit is established, and the deformation characteristics of the structure and surrounding
soil in the intersecting area are analyzed. Then, according to the disturbance influence of
different effects in this domain, the positive and negative are divided and the active range
of the “disturbance influence zone” is determined. Finally, the influence of groundwater
level changes on the “disturbance influence zone” is discussed. This study provides a
reference for the construction, design, and deformation control for deep foundation pits
that traverse one another.

2. Traversing Cross-Type Deep Foundation Pits and Limitations of Deformation Control
2.1. Traversing Cross-Type Deep Foundation Pit

From a geometric point of view, a traversing cross-type deep foundation pit is com-
posed of the cross sections of each different pit spacing of adjacent parallel foundation
pits, as shown in Figure 1. The interaction between the structure and the surrounding soil
during the excavation process is not a simple superposition relationship, which inevitably
poses new problems for the project.

2.2. Limitations of Cross Position Deformation Control

At present, the intersection position is the critical point in the deformation control of
a cross-type deep foundation pit. During the project construction, multiple monitoring
points are often arranged at this position to monitor the deformation of the foundation
pit in real time. However, due to the failure to accurately analyze the influence of the
disturbance generated by the excavation, deformation control of the foundation pit is not
properly controlled or is too conservative, increasing the safety risks and economic losses
to the project. Therefore, it is necessary to accurately determine the “disturbance influence
zone” for cross-type deep foundation pit engineering.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of traversing cross-type foundation pit.

3. FE Analysis
3.1. Field Study

The supporting project is located in the CBD core area of Fuzhou Coastal New City,
with a total construction area of about 250,000 square meters. It is a vast underground
TOD (transit-oriented development) complex. The east–west span of the project is 570 m,
and the north–south span is 370 m. The underground structure is divided into three major
parts: the plot foundation pit, the subway foundation pit, and the ramp foundation pit.
The subway foundation pit is comprised of the east end shaft, the standard section of Line
F1, Line 6, and the west end shaft. The general layout of the foundation pit is shown in
Figure 2.
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According to the survey report, the soil stratum of the project is mainly composed of
miscellaneous fill, silty clay, muddy soil, sandy soil, and a strongly weathered granite. The
groundwater level is about 2.5 m below the ground during the foundation pit excavation.

3.2. Soil Constitutive Model and Parameter Selection

When the excavation depth of the foundation pit exceeds a specific range, the depth
effect will be generated. The traditional Mohr–Coulomb model cannot accurately reflect
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the deformation of the deep foundation pit [13]. The small strain hardening model of soil
(HSS) can be considered for the stiffness characteristics, loading and unloading effects,
hardening characteristics, and the dependence of stiffness on the stress history and path of
soil under small strain conditions. Therefore, it is an appropriate choice for simulating soil
excavation problems [14].

All small strain hardening model parameters of the soil can be determined from
laboratory tests [15]. Some parameter values used in this paper were obtained from the
geological exploration report, while others were obtained from the research results of
reference [16]. The specific parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical and mechanical parameters of soils in the HSS model.

Soil Layer c’/KPa ϕ’/(◦) Eref
oed/MPa Eref

50 /MPa Eref
ur /MPa Gref

0 /MPa γ0.7/10−4 m K0 Rf

Silty clay 27 14 6.7 6.6 32.0 97.0 2.7 0.80 0.76 0.9
Mucky soil 1© 20 15 2.5 3.7 20.0 60.0 2.6 0.70 0.74 0.9

Sand 6 30 22.0 22.0 66.0 200.0 2.5 0.65 0.50 0.9
Mucky soil 2© 21 25 2.6 3.9 21.0 60.5 2.5 0.70 0.58 0.9

Granite 30 36 3.6 3.6 22.5 67.5 3.0 0.65 0.41 0.9

Note: c′, ϕ′, and R f are strength related parameters; Ere f
oed, Ere f

50 , Ere f
ur , m, and K0 are stiffness related parameters;

Gre f
0 and γ0.7 are small strain parameters. The parameters can be obtained one by one through the methods

provided in reference [16].

3.3. Assumptions and Establishment of the Finite Element Model

To facilitate the implementation of the simulation software, as well as considering
the complexity of the project, and with some relevant references [7,11], the following
assumptions are made:

(1) The interface of each soil layer on the site is assumed to be horizontal, and the
thickness is taken as the average value.

(2) The physical and mechanical properties of the cast-in-place pile and diaphragm
wall remain unchanged along the depth, and the friction contact coefficient with the
surrounding soil layer is not affected by depth.

(3) Excluding the influence of some interlayer soils, the soil quality is uniform within the
same depth range; any inhomogeneity in the actual soil layer is not considered.

(4) This paper focuses on the deformation characteristics of the intersection of the subway
deep foundation pit. The influence of the plot foundation pit is not considered.

(5) In view of the construction process for the foundation pit, the numerical simulation is
based on the one-time layer-by-layer excavation without considering the impact of
segmented and block excavation.

The influence of size effects on the model needs to be eliminated (generally, the affected
width of foundation pit excavation is 3–4 times the pit depth, and the affected depth is
2–3 times the pit depth). In addition, considering the construction of the east end shaft
of the project, the dimension of the three-dimensional numerical model of this cross-type
deep foundation pit can be 500 m × 700 m × 60 m.

In the three-dimensional model, a plate element is used to simulate the wall panel
structure, an embedded pile element is used to simulate the erect column pile, and a beam
element is used to simulate the concrete support, steel support, and steel connecting rod, etc.
The pile wall in the standard section of Metro Line 6 can be converted into an underground
diaphragm wall according to Equation (1).

1
12

(D + c)T3 =
1

64
πD4 (1)

where D is the diameter of the cast-in-place pile. C is the net spacing between the rows of
piles; when the piles are in the horizontal bite state, C is taken as a negative value. T is the
thickness of the underground diaphragm wall.
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Then, 900@1200 (the diameter of cast-in-place piles is 900 mm and the spacing is
1200 mm) row piles are converted into the underground diaphragm walls with a thickness
of 685 mm.

Since the structure at the intersection of the foundation pit in this project needs to be
reinforced before excavation, the capacity of its support system will be enhanced; when
attributes are assigned to the structure, appropriate corrections should be made to ensure
the accuracy of the calculation results. The structural parameters in the model are detailed
in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Internal support and column pile parameters.

Type
Parameter Elastic Modulus

E/(GPa)
Cross Sectional Area

A/(m2)

Concrete purlin 30.0 0.96
Steel purlin 200.0 0.21

Concrete support 31.5 0.64
Steel support 200.0 0.03

Concrete connecting rod 31.5 0.36
Steel connecting rod 200.0 4 × 10−5

Erect column pile 30.0 0.50

Table 3. Parameters of retaining structure.

Type
Parameter Thickness

h/m
Gravity Density

γ/kN·m−3
Elastic Modulus

E/GPa
Poisson
Ratio ν

Diaphragm wall of
west end shaft 1.0 26 32.5 0.2

Row piles of the
standard section of

Metro Line F1
0.685 24 31.5 0.2

Diaphragm wall of
east end shaft 1.0 27 32.5 0.2

Diaphragm wall of
Metro Line 6 0.8 25 32.5 0.2

The first-floor support of the foundation pit of the standard section of Metro Line F1
employs concrete supports with an average spacing of about 8 m; the second and third
floor supports use steel supports with an average spacing of about 4.5 m. The first and
second floors of the foundation pit of Metro Line 6 are supported by concrete, with an
average spacing of about 6 m; the third and fourth floors are supported by steel, with an
average spacing of about 2 m. The cross-sectional view of the support arrangements is
shown in Figure 3.

3.4. Simulation of Construction Conditions

According to the construction scheme of the project, the construction of the west
end shaft will be carried out first, and then the cross construction will be carried out
synchronously from the intersection of Metro Line F1 and Line 6 on both sides. A method
of supporting while digging will be adopted. Finally, the construction of the east end
shaft will be carried out. This paper mainly studies the deformation characteristics of the
intersection of Metro Line F1 and Line 6 and performs local refinement of the structure
of the intersection of the foundation pit to achieve the targeted research. The specific
construction process is shown in Figure 4.
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Studies have shown that mesh size and quality significantly affect the accuracy of
numerical analyses [17]. The runtime of the analysis also depends on the mesh size, quality,
and model size. When the calculation time and mesh quality are appropriate, it is then
necessary to establish multiple groups of models for scientific research (combining global
and local modeling) to better carry out targeted research on the intersection problem studied
in this paper. The mesh division adopts the method of overall medium and structural
densification and optimization, as shown in Figure 5. The boundary condition of the model
adopts the default boundary constraint in PLAXIS 3D; that is, the lateral side adopts the
horizontal constraint, the bottom adopts the fixed constraint, and the upper surface is free.
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3.5. Verification of the Rationale of the Computational Model
3.5.1. The Theoretical Analysis of Foundation Pit Excavation Stress Based on Melan

The numerical solution of the stress at any point in a foundation pit excavation can be
solved by the theoretical formula proposed by Melan [18].

In the elastic semi-infinite space, there is a strip load of width b along the negative x
direction, as shown in Figure 6. By integrating the Melan solution, the stress solution at
any point in this region is:

σX = q
2π(1−v)

[
1
2 arctan h−z

x + x(h−z)
2r1
−

1
2 arctan h+z

x −
2xzh(h+z)

r4
2

− x(5h+z)
2r2

2

+ 1−2v
2

(
arctan h−z

x + 3arctan h+z
x + 2xz

r2
2

)]∣∣∣∣ h = h2
h = h1

(2)
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σz =
q

2π(1−v)

[
1
2 arctan h−z

x −
x(h−z)

2r2
1
−

1
2 arctan h+z

x + 2xhz(h+z)
r4

2
+ x(h+z)

2r2
2
−

1−2v
2

(
arctan h−z

x − arctan h+z
x + 2xz

r2
2

)]∣∣∣∣ h = h2
h = h1

(3)

r2
1 = x2 + (z− h)2, r2

2 = x2 + (z + h)2 (4)

where q is the linear load; v is the Poisson’s ratio; h is the depth of action of the linear load;
x is the horizontal coordinate of a point in the semi-infinite space; and z is the ordinate of a
point in the semi-infinite space.
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3.5.2. Calculation and Model Verification of the Deformation of the Foundation Pit

The excavation and unloading of the foundation pit will lead to the redistribution of
in situ stress, resulting in extensive changes in the physical and mechanical properties of
the soil in the foundation pit [19]. In this section, the method proposed in Reference [20] is
used to calculate the horizontal displacement of the wall and the ground settlement behind
the wall caused by the excavation of the foundation pit based on the Melan solution and the
foundation pit deformation calculation method that considers the stress path. The rationale
for the model is verified by comparing it with the simulation calculation results.

When calculating the stress and displacement of the corresponding points in the foun-
dation pit structure and the surrounding soil, it is considered to be an isotropic plane strain
problem [18], with the following physical and geometric Equations (5) and (6), respectively.{

εx = 1−v2

E
(
σx − v

1−v σz
)

εx = ∂ux
∂x

(5)

{
εz =

1−v2

E
(
σz − v

1−v σx
)

εz =
∂uz
∂z

(6)

where E is the Elastic Modulus; v is the Poisson ratio of the material. Both are elastic
constants [20].

Figures 7 and 8 show the comparison curves of the theoretical, empirical [21], and
numerical simulation calculations for the horizontal displacement of the foundation pit
retaining structure and the surrounding surface settlement, respectively. The results show
that the deformation characteristics obtained from the calculation model are essentially
consistent with the results of the theoretical solutions and empirical values, and the av-
erage absolute error is less than 10%, which verifies the rationale for the foundation pit
calculation model.
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Figure 7. Horizontal displacement of the retaining structure.
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Figure 8. Ground surface settlement.

4. Analysis of Numerical Results
4.1. Horizontal Displacement of Retaining Structure

The horizontal displacement of the retaining structure is an important index to measure
the safety of the foundation pit. Based on the analysis of the intersection of Metro Line F1
and Line 6, it is found that there are several places with obvious large deformations in the
retaining structure of Metro Line 6 (deep foundation pit). According to the layout of on-site
monitoring points, the foundation pit profiles 2-1 and 2-2 of the standard section of Metro
Line F1 at the intersection and 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 of the foundation pit profiles of Metro
Line 6 have been identified as typical profiles. The intersection area is divided into Zone I
and Zone II, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram of typical profile at the cross position.

To study the deformation characteristics of the foundation pit retaining structure of
Metro Line 6, typical profiles were selected for this research. Figure 10 shows the horizontal
displacement curve of the retaining structure of the typical profile of the foundation pit of
Metro Line 6 during simultaneous excavation of the adjacent foundation pits.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the maximum horizontal displacement of the
retaining structure at the 1-1 profile of the foundation pit of Metro Line 6 is 57.9 mm, which
is the maximum value recorded at the intersection. The maximum horizontal displacement
of the retaining structure of the 1-4 profile is 17.8 mm, which is the minimum value in
this typical section of Line 6 (the maximum horizontal displacement of the structure).
However, since there is no support on the wall top, there is a large horizontal displacement.
During the construction process, deformation control and real-time monitoring should be
carried out to ensure the safety and stability of the foundation pit. From the deformation
information on deep foundation pits summarized in the literature [22] and the horizontal
displacement of the foundation pit in this project, it can be seen that the deformation
of the retaining structure at the intersection of the adjacent foundation pits has different
deformation characteristics to those observed in individual foundation pit excavations, as
shown in Figure 11; the maximum horizontal displacement has decreased.

Profile 1-2 belongs to the common wall part of Metro Line F1 and Line 6. It can be seen
from Figure 10b that the horizontal displacement of its retaining structure is mainly caused
by the excavation of the fourth layer of soil in its own foundation pit, with a maximum
deformation of 20.2 mm. However, in the synchronous excavation with the standard section
of Metro Line F1, the deformation is relatively small, and the maximum value is only
8.6 mm.

Profiles 2-1 and 2-2 are two symmetrical profiles of the foundation pit of the standard
section of Metro Line F1. When a separate foundation pit is excavated, the horizontal
displacement of the retaining structure of the symmetrical section is basically the same,
but in this cross-type deep foundation pit, the maximum horizontal displacement of the
symmetrical section differs by 2.6 mm, as shown in Figure 12. After excavation of the fourth
floor of Metro Line 6, the horizontal displacement of the retaining structure of profile 2-1 in
Zone I has changed significantly, with the maximum horizontal displacement increasing
by 1.2 mm, while the maximum horizontal displacement of profile 2-2 in Zone II only
increased by 0.26 mm. The difference in these deformation characteristics, to some extent,
indicates that the excavation of cross-type adjacent foundation pits has different effects on
the retaining structure.
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Figure 10. Horizontal displacement of typical profile of the foundation pit of Metro Line 6.
(a) 1-1 profile; (b) 1-2 profile; (c) 1-3 profile; (d) 1-4 profile.
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Figure 11. Horizontal displacement of part of the retaining structure of the foundation pit of Metro
Line 6. (a) Simultaneous excavation; (b) individual excavation (The * in the figure represents multipli-
cation sign).
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Figure 12. Horizontal displacement of typical profile of foundation pit in a standard section of Metro
Line F1. (a) 2-1 profile; (b) 2-2 profile.

4.2. Analysis of Surface Settlement

Figure 13 shows the nephogram of the cumulative vertical displacement of the soil
mass in the final stage of the foundation pit excavation. The general trend of ground
settlement around the foundation pit can be seen in the figure. The soil mass near the
typical profile of the retaining structure in Zone I and Zone II was selected for surface
settlement analysis. The characteristic curve of surface deformation is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 13. Vertical displacement of the soil (The * in the figure represents multiplication sign).
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Figure 14. Surface settlement in a typical profile direction. (a) 1-1 profile direction; (b) 1-3 profile direction.

Figure 14a shows that the maximum surface settlement in Zone II (that is, the surface
settlement along Profile 1-1) is 21.1 mm. When the foundation pit earthwork is excavated to
the third layer, the maximum surface settlement changed greatly compared with the single
excavation, and its value increased by 16.1%; however, after the excavation of the founda-
tion pit, the maximum surface settlement only increased by 3.96%. The surface settlement
in the direction of the 2-2 profile in Zone II also has similar deformation characteristics.
It can be seen that when the adjacent foundation pits are excavated synchronously, the
surface settlement in Zone II has a larger increase compared with the single excavation,
while after the final excavation of the foundation pit, the maximum surface settlement
increases slightly.

It can be seen from Figure 14b that the ground surface about 25 m away from the
direction of Profile 1-3 has a large settlement deformation, which is roughly the same as
the ground settlement of the standard section of Metro Line F1 excavated separately at the
same location. At each stage of foundation pit excavation, the maximum surface settlement
in the 1-3 profile direction is smaller than that caused by the separate excavation, and
this reduction becomes gradually more obvious with the increase of the foundation pit
excavation depth. After the final excavation, the maximum surface settlement decreases
by 26%.

It can be seen that during the excavation of the traversing cross-type deep foundation
pit, the deformation of the structure and soil in different areas at the cross position is
influenced by different effects, thus forming different deformation characteristics compared
with the excavation of the single foundation pit.

5. Influence of Disturbance and the Active Range of “Disturbance Influence Zone”

Through the above analysis, it can be seen that different deformation characteristics
occur in the excavation process of cross-type deep foundation pits. The horizontal dis-
placement and surface settlement of the retaining structure at the intersecting position
are different compared with the excavation of individual foundation pits, indicating that
there is a mutual influence on the deformation between foundation pits. In this study, the
interaction between the structure and the soil at the intersection caused by the excavation
of an additional foundation pit is collectively referred to as the “disturbance influence”.
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5.1. Influence of Excavation Disturbance on the Horizontal Displacement of the
Retaining Structure

For the horizontal displacement of the foundation pit retaining structure, through
the above analysis and research on the finite soil pressure [5], it was found that during
the excavation of the foundation pit in this project, most of the soil at the intersection of
Zone I is in a non-semi-infinite space state (i.e., the state of finite soil pressure). Due to the
change in the soil boundary conditions [23], the soil arching effect [24], and unloading of
adjacent foundation pits by multiple excavations, there is obvious interaction between the
retaining structure and the surrounding soil mass. This reduces the earth pressure acting
on the retaining structure (compared with the traditional earth pressure calculation) and
weakens the lateral displacement of most of the retaining structures, with a reduction in
the horizontal displacement compared with that of a single foundation pit excavation. For
the 1-3 profile in Zone I, the maximum horizontal displacement decreases by 26.1%. This
weakening effect on the horizontal displacement of the retaining structure is called the
“disturbance positive influence”, as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. “Disturbance positive influence” of 1-3 profile of Zone I.

It can be seen from Figure 15 that when the foundation pit is excavated shallowly, the
“disturbance positive influence” is very small. With an increase in the excavation depth,
the weakening effect on the horizontal displacement of the retaining structure gradually
becomes obvious.

In the retaining structure in Zone II, due to the repeated disturbance of excavation and
unloading between the foundation pits, the lateral displacement of most of the retaining
structures has an amplifying effect, so that the horizontal displacement increases compared
with the excavation of individual foundation pits. For the 1-1 profile retaining structure
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of Metro Line 6, this disturbance effect is the most obvious; the maximum horizontal
displacement increases by 20.4%. This effect of increasing the deformation of the retaining
structure is called the “disturbance negative influence”, as shown in Figure 16.
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It can be seen from Figure 16 that the “disturbance negative influence” is also affected
by the excavation depth of the foundation pit. With an increase in the excavation depth of
the foundation pit, the amplification effect on the horizontal displacement of the retaining
structure gradually becomes obvious. Therefore, it is necessary to consider how the depth
of the foundation pit will influence the project when excavating the foundation pit.

5.2. Influence of Excavation Disturbance on Surface Settlement

It can be seen from Figure 14 that the disturbance caused by the excavation of a travers-
ing cross-type deep foundation pit has a complex effect on the surface settlement; however,
its effect on the maximum surface settlement is similar to the horizontal displacement of
the retaining structure.

The maximum surface settlement of soil mass in Zone I is smaller than that seen in
separate excavations. Figure 14b shows that the maximum surface settlement decreases
at each stage, and the reduction effect becomes obvious as the excavation depth of the
foundation pit increases.

As can be seen from Figure 14a, the maximum surface settlement of the soil in Zone
II during the synchronous excavation of the foundation pit was greatly increased com-
pared with a single excavation. However, when the fourth layer of the foundation pit of
Metro Line 6 was finally excavated, the change in the maximum surface settlement was
very small.
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In the design and construction of this project, the horizontal displacement of the
retaining structure will be prioritized. Empirically, the impact of excavation disturbance
on the surface settlement is relatively complex; the following sections mainly focus on the
retaining structure.

5.3. Research on the Active Range of the “Disturbance Influence Zone”

During the excavation of the cross-type deep foundation pit, the areas most easily dis-
turbed at the intersection are termed the “disturbance influence zone”. There is interaction
between the structure and the soil in this area; the ability to determine its active range is of
great significance for the safety, stability, and economy of the project.

To explore the range of mutual influence of adjacent foundation pit excavations,
Zhang et al. [25] believe that the critical distance, where there is no mutual influence
of adjacent parallel foundation pits under synchronous construction, is about 1.7 H (H
represents the depth of foundation pit). Xiaoyu Chen [7] believes that the distance of
deformation without mutual influence is 3.0 H. However, the adjacent foundation pit in
this project is of an intersection type and the depth of the foundation pit is also different,
with a certain degree of spatial effects on the disturbance [26–28]. Through an analysis of
the deformation characteristics, at the position 3.0 times the pit depth from the retaining
structure, the horizontal displacement of the retaining structure of the deeper foundation
pit is still quite different from that of the individual excavation. Therefore, the effect of
disturbance still plays a significant role in the deformation of the foundation pit, and it is
thus necessary to reconsider the active range of the “disturbance influence zone” of the
project (Zone I and Zone II).

Assuming that the distance between the retaining structure profile and the intersection
of the two foundation pits is d (d is the distance from the intersection of the foundation pits
to the selected structure profile, as shown in Figure 9), the deformation characteristics of
the retaining structure are analyzed at different locations (separate foundation pits and
adjacent foundation pits). The retaining structure profile is selected as the critical location
without disturbance when the change in the maximum horizontal displacement difference
remains unchanged [7,25]. At this time, the influence of disturbance caused by adjacent
foundation pit excavations on the horizontal displacement of the retaining structure can
be ignored.

For the foundation pit of Metro Line 6, the part located in Zone I, when d = 3.5 He
(He is the depth of the foundation pit of Metro Line 6) from the intersection, the maximum
horizontal displacement difference of its retaining structure is 0.071 mm, which is 0.15%
of the excavation of the foundation pit of Line 6 alone. The disturbance effect caused by
the excavation can be ignored, as shown in Figure 17. Beyond this distance, the horizontal
displacement of the retaining structure is similar to that under the single excavation
condition. The results of the analysis show that the active range of the “disturbance
influence zone” is 3.5 times the depth of the foundation pit (deeper foundation pit) of Metro
Line 6.

However, for the part of Metro Line 6 located in Zone II, the horizontal displacement
of most of its retaining structures is greater than for the excavation of a single foundation
pit. For this project, the impact of disturbance on the retaining structures located in this
area is considered to be a “disturbance negative influence”, which is more conducive to the
safety of the foundation pit.

For the foundation pit of the standard section of Metro Line F1, when d = 3.0 He from
the intersection, the difference in the maximum horizontal displacement of the retaining
structure in Zone I is 0.32% of that seen for the excavation of a single foundation pit. For
the retaining structure in Zone II, the difference in its maximum horizontal displacement is
0.51% of the displacement of a single foundation pit, as shown in Figure 18a,b. Beyond this
distance, the disturbance effect can be ignored. The analysis results show that the active
range of the “disturbance influence zone” is 3.0 times that of the deeper foundation pit.
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Figure 17. Horizontal displacement of the retaining structure in the direction of Metro Line 6
(Zone I).
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Figure 18. Horizontal displacement of the retaining structure in the direction of Metro Line F1.
(a) Zone I; (b) Zone II.

When studying the active range of the “disturbance influence zone”, it can be clearly
seen that most of the retaining structures of the foundation pit located in Zone I are
under the action of the “disturbance positive influence”. However, most of the retaining
structures of the foundation pit located in Zone II are under the action of the “disturbance
negative influence”. Before commencing construction of this project, a reasonable structural
arrangement for the foundation pit within the active range of the “disturbance affected
zone” can effectively ensure the smooth progress of the project.
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6. Discussion
6.1. Main Factors Affecting the Active Range of the “Disturbance Influence Zone”

According to the survey report and considering that the project is located in a coastal
area, the groundwater level may fluctuate greatly during the excavation of the foundation
pit, and the time required for the construction of the foundation pit project considerable.
Therefore, changes in the groundwater level are an extremely important consideration for
the project.

6.2. Change in Groundwater Level

Because changes in the groundwater level are an unknown during the construction
process, it is difficult to dynamically adjust the groundwater level in the numerical simula-
tions. To facilitate the calculation, different static groundwater level changes were used to
simulate the changes in the groundwater level. According to the recent on-site groundwater
level survey results, simulated groundwater level depths of −1.5 m, −1.75 m, −2.0 m,
−2.25 m, −2.75 m, −3.0 m, −3.25 m, and−3.5 m were selected for comparison with the
active range of the “disturbance influence zone” when the groundwater depth is −2.5 m.

It can be seen from Figure 19 that the active range of the “disturbance influence zone”
for the horizontal displacement of the retaining structure increases with a decrease in the
groundwater depth, which has an obvious impact on the deeper foundation pit. For the
deformation of the retaining structure, the drawdown of the groundwater level reduces the
deformation of the structure to a certain extent, which is beneficial to the project. When the
groundwater level is shallow, the groundwater needs to be treated accordingly to ensure
the smooth excavation of the foundation pit.
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Figure 19. The relationship between the depth of groundwater level and the active range of the
“disturbance influence zone”.

The influence of a change in the groundwater level on the active range of the “distur-
bance influence zone” should be considered in the project construction. In the excavation
stage of the foundation pit, the groundwater level is monitored in real-time and assessed
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comprehensively to obtain a more accurate active range of the “disturbance influence zone”,
in order to reasonably adjust and control the structure.

7. Conclusions

Based on the finite element simulation of the foundation pit of Fuzhou Coastal New
City, the deformation characteristics, disturbance effects, and active range of the excavation
of the traversing cross-type deep foundation pit are studied. The main conclusions are
as follows:

(1) According to the different effects to the structure and soil affected by excavation
disturbances in different areas of the intersection, the positive and negative effects of
the disturbances are divided. The retaining structure in Zone I is mainly affected by
a “disturbance positive influence”, such as profile 1-3, whose maximum horizontal
displacement is reduced by 26.1% compared to that of the single foundation pit
excavation, while the retaining structure in Zone II is mainly affected by a “disturbance
negative influence”, such as profile 1-1, whose maximum horizontal displacement
is increased by 20.4% compared to that of the single foundation pit excavation. This
disturbance effect gradually becomes apparent with an increase in the excavation
depth of the foundation pit, and there is a certain range of action.

(2) For the foundation pit of Metro Line 6, the active range of the “disturbance influence
zone” of the horizontal displacement of the retaining structure of the part located in
Zone I is 3.5 times that of the deeper foundation pit. At this critical position, compared
with the single foundation pit, the difference in maximum horizontal displacement is
0.15% of that of the individual excavation. The section in Zone II is within the active
range of the “disturbance influence zone”. For the foundation pit of Metro Line F1,
the active range of the “disturbance influence zone” of the horizontal displacement of
the retaining structure in Zone I and Zone II is 3.0 times that of the deeper foundation
pit. At this critical position, the difference in the maximum horizontal displacement is
0.32% and 0.51% respectively.

(3) The active range of the “disturbance influence zone” of the horizontal displacement of
the retaining structure shows an increasing trend with the decline of the groundwater
level, and there is a more obvious impact on the deeper foundation pit.
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Abbreviations

c′ effective cohesion
ϕ′ effective friction angle
Ere f

oed oedometric loading modulus
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Ere f
50 triaxial loading Young’s modulus when shear stress is 50% of shear strength

Ere f
ur unloading–reloading Young’s modulus

Gre f
0 reference shear stiffness

γ0.7 a reference shear strain at which shear stiffness is 70% of Gre f
0

m the power parameter for stress-dependency of stiffness
K0 static lateral pressure coefficient of normal consolidation
R f damage ratio
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